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AMILCAR CABRAL: EVOLUTION OF REVOLUTIONARY THOUGHT 

by 

Bernard Magubane 

Assume a particular rate of development in 
produative faauUies of m::z:n and you !JJill, 
get a particular form of aommerae and aon-
8W11ption. Asswne partiaular stages of de
velopment in produation3 ao17r7!eroe and aon-
8W11ption; and you !JJill, have a aorrespt:?ndirlfl 
aivil soaiety. (Marx) 

Portugal has been fighting a rearguard action in her Afri
can colonies, especially in Guine Bissau, since the early 
1960's . The reckless attack on the Republic of Guinea to over
throw the government of President Sekou Toure and to attempt 
to kill Amilcar Cabral, the leader of the Partido Africano da 
Independencia du Guine Cabo Verde (PAIGC), was a futile attempt 
by Portugal to redress its tenuous hold on its colonies in Af
rica, particularly 'Portuguese' Guine. This situation requires 
an analysis of the thoughts of the man who leads the struggle. 
The analysis, concepts and ideas which have been previously 
used to define independence movements in other African ex
colonies do not apply to Guine Bissau -- they mYStify our view 
of the situation. Amilcar Cabral has provided in the book 
Revolution in Gui~: An Afriaan People's struggle: stage I 3 

the first redefinition of the realities of this new situation. 

Modern anti-colonial movements have been revolts against 
the political system of foreign exploitation, in which the na
tional question could be resolved only by political indepen
dence . Cabral has redefined the situation in Guine as one of 
foreign exploitation in which the national question could only 
be resolved by structural change which also implies profound 
mutation in the productive forces. 

To redefine the situation Cabral did original research 
and used the Marxist dialectical method. Most of the people 
of Guine, despite 400 years of Portuguese presence, still 
l i ve in folk communities (I use the word 'folk' rather than 
'tribal' because it embodies cultural and economic meanin9s 
whilst the word 'tribal' emphasizes elements of barbarism). 
The essential aspect of the dialectical method as developed 
by Marx is an analysis of reality without isolating it ei
ther from its process of formation or from the general con
text of the macro-structure within which it is inserted. 
Cabral has been able, through this approach, to throw light 
on such questions as economic and social development, the 
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growth of classes and class conflict, and on such elements of 
the 'super-structure' as religion, 'tribalism', authority sys
tems {particularly the state) , etc. in Guine. This enables 
us for the first time to know what kind of contradiction the 
party had to resolve before launching the armed struggle. 
Cabral's anthropological method differs with those of non
Marxists. It is based on the materialist understanding of 
social 1 ife. 

Cabral's theoretical formulations have been developed 
in the midst of the struggle for national liberation against 
Portuguese ultra-colonialism -- the most primitive, the most 
defective and the most savagely exploitative booty-colonial
ism in Africa (1). The PAIGC struggle against this decadent 
system, so far, is the most successful . Why and how? is the 
question that readily comes to mi nd. It is not easy as Worse
ly has pointed out to turn men, especially illiterate peas
ants into revolutionary fighters (2). The readiness to take 
up arms is something that the revolutionary organization has 
to create, for men are scared when confronted with overwhelm
ing power. Secondly an illiterate person, as Lenin pointed 
out, "is outside politics , he mlJst first be taught the alpha
bet. Without that there can be no politics. Without that, 
there are only rumors, gossip, fables and prejudices, but 
not politics" (3). . 

The success of PAIGC, therefore, is partically explained 
by Cabral's own acute sense of history, which revealed to him 
the possibilities in the Guine situation. In the study of 
Guinea society Cabral sought out those elements which make a 
society dynamic. However, in a society whose fundamental na
ture has been distorted by imperialism, this is a difficult 
task indeed. Neither the type of colonial system nor the 
course of decolonization can be understood without the direct 
analysis of the specific economy and society that has exper
ienced colonial implantation. 

There are several features of the essays by Cabral in this 
book which make it unique. Most African leaders claim to be 
"socialist", and they have arrived at this position in a prag
matic fashion, so to say. Nyerere and Kaunda, two leaders 
who today are involved in the restructuring of the socio-eco
nomic realities inherited from imperialism, have arrived at 
'socialist' solutions because they reject capitalism on both 
ethical and empirical grounds. This has meant 'revolution' 
from above. Many other African leaders have not even made 
any attempt at restructuring their societies. They have been 
satisfied with the inherited colonial structures. Indepen
dence for these leaders, has been described scornfully as 
meaning merely a ceremony of the Changing of the Guards. 
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Cabral both as an active combatant and theoretician has 
real ized that social transformation cannot be effected by 
changing only the consciousness of people, only by a theore
tical criticism of obsolete colonial relations. The ultimate, 
determining force is the revolutionary remaking of social 
life. Cabral, however, in no way minimizes the significance 
of theory. 

The ideoLogicaL Limitations, if not to say the 
total absence of ideoLogy, of nationaL libera
tion movements, due to our ignorance of the 
reaLity we set out to change is one of the 
greatest, if not the greatest, weaknesses of 
our anti-imperiaList struggle. {p. 75) 

Knowing this deficiency of some of the African leaders, 
Cabral has arrived at socialist solutions to the problems of 
Guine Bissau through ideological convictions. The party he 
leads, PAIGC, is a revolution party based on Marxist analysis 
of social reality. Basil Davidson asks a very relevant ques
tion: What other revolutionary movement of the last forty 
years ever declared itself to be any different? He answers 
by pointing out that Cabral's Marxism is a living reality 
based on the concrete analysis of social structures in 
Guin~ (4). Therefore his 

Theory, particularLy in its strategic and or
ganizationaL aspects is active in relation to 
its social base. It actively opposes the evo
Lution of the e:r:isting state of things and 
poses revoLutionary alternatives, and thus 
has a necessary autonomous and voluntarist 
aspect which permits it to articulate the 
strategy essential for the transition from the 
present to the desired state of affairs. 
Types of political practice are premised on 
revolutionary theory and evaluated in its 
terms. (5) 

Cabral proves in this book (if proof were needed), that the 
basic categories of social analysis can not be externally 
imposed, they must arise from a concrete context. It is not 
only anti-Marxist, but dogmatic and undialectical to hold any 
previously reached conclusion as valid independently of a con
crete analysis of objective conditions. 

This attitude of independent analysis based on practice 
has enabled Cabral to arrive at the most refreshing analysis 
of class as a motive force of history. Its importance justi-
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fies quoting it at length: 

Those who affi1'T11 -- in our case correct ly -- that 
the rrvtive force of history i s t he class struggle 
wou~ certainly agree to a revision of t hi s affi r
mation to make it more precise and give it an even 
wider field of application if they had a bett er 
knowledge of the essential character i stics of cer
tain colonized peoples ) that is to say peoples 
dominated by imperialism. In fact i n t he general 
evolution of humanity and each of the peoples of 
which it is composed) classes appear neither as 
a generalized and simultaneous phenomenon t hrough
out the totality of these groups) nor as a f i n
ished) perfect ) uniform and spontaneous) whole . 
The definition of classes within one or several 
human groups is a fundamental consequence of the 
progressive development of the productive forces 
and of the characteristics of the wealth pro
duced by the group or usurped from others . That 
is to say that the socio- economic phenomenon 
'class ' is created and develops as a function of 
at least two essential and inter-dependent var
iables -- the level of productive forces and the 
pattern of ownership of the means of production. 

(p. 76-77) 

There are many works that trace the development of man
kind from the earliest times to the present. But where will 
the inquirer find a reliable analysis of the evolution of the 
pre-capitalist, so-called "stateless" formations of Africa, 
which can shed light upon the puzzling questions of whether 
they have a history or not, and where they belong in the evo
lution of mankind through the ages. The paucity of data on a 
subject of utmost concern to many Africans should not come as 
a surprise. Anthropology, the subject that should have en
l ightened us on thi s subject, up to now, has been written pri
marily from the stand point of imperialist needs -- to ration
alize its exploitation and oppression of African peoples --
i t thus turned its early and promising beginning away from 
scienti f ic i nquiry to tell the whole truth about societies 
that were pre-capitalist. 

It will be remembered that Marx and Engels, the expon
ents of dialectical materi alism, were influenced and inspired 
in their social theory by the works of both Darwin and Morgan . 
In fact Engels later was to take up the key question that 
Darwin had posed, but could not answer. Just how did our pro
genitor s among the higher apes pass over into the earliest hu
mans? In his essay, "The Part Played by Labor in the Transi-
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tion from Ape to Man," Engels explained that it was because of 
their systematic labor activities that the anthropoid became 
the humanoid . In this outline form, Engels was the first to 
present what can properly be cal led the ' labor theory of social 
origins . ' And as we shall see, this has a very important bear
ing on the historical position of Africa's pre-capitalist for
mations in Cabral's work (6} . Anthropology, as the hand mai
den of imperialism, looked upon Africa's pre-capitalist soci
eties as indicative of some hypothetical point that the 'tru
ly' human races of mankind had passed long ago. And in most 
anthropological works of the late 19th and early 20th cen
tury, African societies were studied as if they existed in a 
timeless present. Social anthropology in its relativity 
ceased to be a science of social evolution and became a mere 
descriptive catalog of a 'variety' of cultures . This vulgar 
relativism left the African outside history and a step-son of 
the human race without a past and future. He was now fit 
only to provide raw muscles for the comforts of the 'real' 
human races. 

Cabral has, in the process of revolutionary struggle, 
posed crucial questions which have always been an embarass
ment to Africans and ammunition to his enemies. Was it true 
that African folk social formations had no history? Was it 
true that history began with the appearance of the phenomenon 
of 'class'? Was it true that 'colonialism' was to usher the 
Africans into the 'modern age'? What did imperialism mean, 
in short, to the evolution of African societies? What path 
was open to African societies to cope with the problems of 
the present age? 

Cabra l says that to reply to the first two questions in 
the affirmative would be to place outside history the whole 
period of human groups, from the discovery of hunting and 
later, of nomadic and sedentary agriculture, to the organi
zation of herds and the private appropriation of land. 

It wouLd also be to consider> -- and this r.)S r>e
[use to accept -- that val'ious hwnan g:roups 1-n 
Afl'ica, Asia and lectin Amel'ica r.)Bl'e UJithout his
tory, or> outside histor>y, at the time when they 
r.)Bl'e subjected to the yoke of impel'ialism. It 
would be to consider that peoples of our coun
tl'ies, such as the Balantes of Guinea, the 
Co ani amas of Angola and the Macondes of Mosam
bique. ar>e still living today, if r.)S abstract 
the slight influence of colonialism to which 
they have been subjected -- outside history or> 
that they have no histor>y. 
(emphasis added) (p. 77) 
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Cabral's refusals are based on the 'labor theory of soc
ial origins', which is based on concrete knowledge of the 
socio-economic reality of Guin€ and Africa's pre-capitalist 
social formations. The dialectical materialistic approach of 
class formation led him to his conclusions. 

---if cLass struggLe is the motive force of his
tory~ it is so onLy in specific historicaL per
iods ... It therefore seems correct to concLude 
that the LeveL of productive forces~ the essen
tiaL determining eLement is the content and form 
of cLass struggLe~ is the true and permanent mo
tive force of history. (p. 77) 

By the use of the labor theory of social origins Cabral 
solves many burning questions and shatters many prevailing 
myths and prejudices, which affect in particular the Afri
can's self-conception as it pertains to his historical posi
tion in human evolution. The ideas associated with African 
socialism, African personality and Negritude were attempts by 
black intellectuals to solve this problem by idealist notions 
of an African essence. And Cabral gives us a materialist and 
sociological explanation of the African position in history. 

Because~ if on the one hand we can see that the 
existence of history before the cLass struggLe 
is guaranteed~ and this avoids for some human 
groups in our countries -- and perhaps in our 
continent -- the sad position of being peopLes 
without any history~ then on the other hand we 
can see that history has continuity~ even after 
the disappearance of cLass struggLe or cLasses 
themseLves . 

Cabral has thus given a sharp twist to the wheel of his
tory. The African who belonged to what are sometimes called 
the 'stateless societies', has been re-integrated into the main 
stream of history, just as the societies which, like Cuba are 
laying the foundation for a classless society have been assured 
their place in history. Dialectical anthropology is based on 
the 'totality' of the human stock and its progress in different 
socio-economic formations. 

Eternity is not of this worLd~ but man wiU out
Live cLasses and wiLL continue to produce and 
make history~ since he can not free himseLf from 
the burden of his needs ~ both of mind and of 
body~ which are the basis of the deveLopment of 
the forces of production . (p. 78) 
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The Colonial Impact: 

Cabral through his materialist approach and class analy
sis has revealed to the African people themselves that their 
natural process of historical development had been frustrated 
by the continuing stagnation of colonial domination. He has 
in fact told them that, "there i s no new entity born of co
lonialism." (7) The impact of colonialism can be summed up 
with Davidson as follows: African peoples in particular and 
other peoples who were once colonized need a renewal of their 
ci vilization. "Whatever colonialism, imperialism, capital
ism, may or may not have achieved, one thing is certain about 
them. They utterly failed to raise those structures -- whe
ther social or moral, political or economic -- upon which the 
deprived peoples, the abused peoples, the 'underdeveloped' 
peoples --. can carry themselves into a new civilization cap
able of standing and evolving on its own foundations (8). The 
failure of imperiali sm is not because it was malicious, it 
stems from its inherent quality which is defined by Cabral as 
a world-wide expression of the search for profits and the ever
increasing accumulation of surplus-value by monopoly finan
cial capital, centered in two parts of the world; first in 
Europe, and then in North America. 

And if we wish to pLace the fact of imperialism 
within the generat trajectory of the evoLution 
of the transcendentaL factor which has ahanged 
the face of the worU~ namety aapitaL and the 
process of ita accumuLation, we can say that 
imperiaLism is piracy transplanted from the 
seas to the dry tand, piracy reorganized, con
soLidated and adopted to the aim of expLoiting 
the naturat and human resouraes of Ot.a' peoples. 

(p . 80) 

Having given this indictment of imperialism, Cabral does 
not deny its 'progressive' historical character, which is 

a aonsequence of the impetus given by the pro-
duative forces and the transformations of the 
means of production in the general aonterl of 
humanity, considered as one 100vement, that is 
to say a necessity tike those today of the na-
tional "liberation of people, the destruction of 
capitaL and the advent of sociaLism. (p. 80) 

Nkrumah, Nyerere and Kaunda arrived at the realization 
that capi talism was unsuited for African development when 
faced with insoluble problems of inheriting political power 
without economic power. Cabral in the cause of armed strug-
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gle for national independence has realized that people do not 
fight for ideals, for the things in one's head. They are 
fighting to win material benefits, to live better, and in 
peace .... This realization would explain Cabral's awareness 
that a true revolution is a process of structural change which 
overcomes not only direct colonial subjection but also, and 
still more decisively, indirect or 'neo-colonial' subjection 
as well. To the extent that Cabral wants to bring about a 
concrete society in which men can harmoniously develop, he is 
a socialist. Socialism will be the only true defense of the 
African as a human person when independence is eventually won. 
A society that socialist reconstruction envisages is the soc
iety of live and true men, i.e., of live labor. Capitalism 
poses itself in a relation contrary to that reality and 
truth. 

Nyerere writes in the same theme: 

. .. humanity ' s progress must be measured by the ex
tent of which man is freed from the domination of 
the need to produce. When the demands of 'effici
ency' and 'production' override man's need for a 
full and good life, the society is no longer serv
ing man, it is using him. 

(Quoted in Mbhidin, 1968, p. 29) 

Even though Cabral recognizes the 'progressive' nature of 
capitalism and that imperialism and colonialism were part of 
this system, he is not interested in drawing a balance sheet 
of the pros and cons of imperialism. He points out that in 
situations of classical colonialism, the social structure of 
colonies suffers paralysis, stagnation, and in some cases 
even regression; though this paralysis is not complete. 

Colonial Social Structures and National Indpendence: 

Cabral's analysis is dialectical in the sense that he looks 
at reality and defines it by the contradictions that exist be
tween the reality and its ideal or between various aspects of 
reality and various ideals. The use of the concept dialectical 
is not a mere concession to fashion: society that is subject 
to capitalistic forms of exploitation is intelligible solely 
in its becoming. Imperialism through the laws of combined and 
uneven development prepares and in a sense realizes the uni
versality and permanence of man's development. By this law 
capitalism as a phase in Africa's development is ruled out. 
Nkrumah expresses the reasons thus: 

Capitalism has already had ita turn in ~frica, 
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for 50 yea;rts~ ZOO year's or more~ and Africa is 
underdeveloped. In other words, capitalism~ as 
far' as development ie concerned ie seen ae hav
ing failed. (Genaud~ 1969, p. 205) 

Secondly , according to this law there exists a pr ivi lege 
of technological backwardness, which permits or rather com
pels the adoption of whatever is al ready in advance by the 
technologically backward society i n any specified date . This 
development necessarily means a peculiar combination of di ff
erent stages in the historic process . The various forms of 
African social ism despite their grotesque naivity express t hi s 
historical reality at an instinctual level. Such technologi 
cally backward societies frequently debase the achievements 
borrowed from outside in the process of adapting t hem to 
their folk cultures. Unevenness, the most genera l l aw of 
the historical process reveals itself most sharply in the des
tiny of the small country of Guine. 

According to Cabral, imperialism stimulates permanent 
action of some internal (local) factors through interacting 
with external factors, like the introduction of a money econ
omy and the development of urban centers . Among the transfor
mations noted by Cabral was the progressive loss of prestige 
of the native ruling classes, the forced voluntary exodus of 
part of the peasant population to urban centers, with conse
quent development of new social strata: salaried workers , 
cl erks , employees in commerce and liberal professions; and 
an unstable stratum of unemployed. In the countryside there 
develops, with very wide intensity and always linked tour
ban mi lieu, a stratum made up of small l and owners. In the 
case of neo-colonialism, external action takes the form of 
creati ng a local bourgeoisie or pseudo-bourgeoisie, con
trolled by the ruling class of the dominating country. 

The development of the productive forces under colonial 
or neo-colonial structures prevents and limits the develop
ment of the national productive forces. Colon1al and neo-co
lonial societies are societies without the means to maintain 
themselves as economies capable of self- sustained growth. The 
pseudo-bougeoisie, however strongly nationalist it may be, can
not effectively fulfill its historical function; it cannot 
freely direct the development of the productive forces , be
cause it is subject to manipulation from outside; in brief, 
the pseudo-bourgeoisie cannot be a national bourgeoisie. 

For ae we have seen~ the productive forces a!'e 
the motive forces of history, and total freedom 
of the proceee of their development ie an in
dispensable condition of their proper fUnction
ing. (p . 82) 
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The crucial question which is raised in this passage is 
the meaning of national liberation. The mode of production 
is the basis of social life, and historical progress; there
fore says Cabral, national liberation is to be defined not so 
much as the right of a people to rule itself, but as the right 
of a people to regain its own history. 

We therefore see that both in coLoniaLism and in 
neo-coLoniaLism the essentiaL characteristic of 
imperiaList domination remains the same. The 
negation of the historicaL process of the domin
ated peopLe by means of vioLent usurpation of the 
freedom of deveLopment of the nationaL productive 
forces ... On the basis of this, ~e can state that 
nationaL Liberation is the phenomenon in ~hich a 
given socio-economic ~hoLe rejects the negation 
of its historicaL process. In other words, the 
nationaL Liberation of a peopLe is the regaining 
of the historicaL personaLity of the peopLe, its 
return to history through the destruction of the 
imperiaList domination to ~hich it ~s subjected. 

(p. 83) 

National liberation is thus the self development of social 
states of mankind, which can only be achieved in its full 
meaning if the people themselves control their productive 
forces (tools and means of production) and can reorder the 
production relations (also called economic and property 
relations). 

Colonialism and imperialism forces those it exploits 
to live in limitation because it denies their real essence. 
The denial of their essence stems from the usurpation of 
their means of livelihood, the productive forces. The 
African under colonialism was allowed to live only to the 
extent which sufficed to allow exploitation, whilst there 
was always the remaining temptation to destroy him. 

Cabral considers the difference between national inde
pendence and national liberation. The latter is the inalien
able right of every people to have its own history and to 
free the process of development of the national productive 
forces from the clutches of imperialism. 

The Faults of National Independence: 

Fanon discussed the faults of national consciousness and 
Cabral has given these faults a sociological explanation. 
The limits of bourgeois nationalism are essentially defined 
by its underlying loyalty not only to the institutional 
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structures inherited from colonialism, but also by the belief 
of colonial elites that the virtues of Western democracy re
main valid in spite of man's mistakes. The African pseudo
bourgeoisie according to Fanon is unlike the European bourgeoi
sie. The European bourgeoisie was transformatory, productive, 
and parasitical; the pseudo-bourgeoisie in Africa is simply 
parasitical. This social fact receives in Cabral its histori
cal and sociological explanation. On the international level 
many factors are unfavorable to national liberation; amongst 
which is the neo-colonial situation of a great number of 
states. In these states the pseudo-bourgeoisie is necessarily 
dependent on the international bourgeoisie which obstructs 
the path of revolution. Under the rule of the native pseudo
bourgeoisie, the productive forces, the life blood that nour
ishes national growth, is still manipulated by neo-colonial
ism. 

Cabral interprets the dialectics of present day 'inde
pendent' countries in the framework of the global apprecia
tion of the era of world imperialism. Thus the failure of 
national emancipation is predicated on the historical con
jecture of imperialism, which has locked together folk so
cieties with the capitalist forms of economic activity implan
ted in their midst by imperialism. Though imperialism-united 
a world economy into a single world market, it has not united 
the world society into a homogenous captitalist milieu. It 
has in fact accentuated to the utmost the differences between 
these societies (10). During the struggle for emancipation 
the economic structure of the colonial situation was such that 
the main contradiction was between what Cabral calls the na
tion class, i.e. the population as a whole and colonialis~ 
The repressive forces of the bourgeoisie of the colonizing 
country produced the spirit of nationalism. This contradic
tion led in the 'dependent' countries to nationalist solu
tions (national independence). 

The nation gains its independence and theoreti
caLLy adopts the economic structure which best 
suits it. The neo-coLoniaL situation (in which 
the working cLasses and their aLLies struggLe 
simuLtaneousLy against the imperialist bourgeoi
sie and the native ruLing cLass) is not resolved 
by a nationalist solution; it demands the de
struction of the capitaList structure impLanted 
in the nationaL territory by imperialism, and 
correctLy postuLate a socialist solution. 

(p. 86) 

The neo-colonial situation in fact plants the seeds of 
future conflict in the uneasy coexistence between a form of 
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capitalism based upon local labor and alien capital ism within 
a single polity whose expansion was hamstrung by not owni ng 
its own productive forces. National i ndependence represented 
not a triumph of nationalism over imperiali sm, but a compro
mise or coalition between the national pseudo-bourgeoi sie and 
international i mperialism. Where independence has been des
cribed as the Changing of the Guard , the pseudo-bourgeoi sie 
defined its own nature and position within the context of a 
neo-colonial society. For it , the ' conquest ' of pol itical 
power represented the final ratification -- the recognition 
of its class interests, producing in fact the neo-colonial 
society. During the colonial era the petty bourgeois ie were 
confined to getting salaries or fees, i.e. money for services 
rendered, and neo-colonialism gives a-plenty. However, for 
the mass of the people -- peasants and workers on the other 
hand - - independence was expected to give rise to a society 
freed from neo-colonial exploitation. In its immediacy 
therefore, and its pure objectivity , the unemployed and un
der-employed proletariat as it appears in the shanty towns 
of the ' neo-colonial ' towns of Africa, represents the most 
faithful expression of neo-colonial reality. 

The thing to note is Cabral's analysis of the weaknesses 
of the pseudo- bourgeoisie in that none of the defects are 
blamed on psychological weaknesses, on vices of the i nst inct , 
nor lack of character. These are stri ctly social defects of 
historical and structural origin. The 'corruption', 'bribery' , 
exploitation of ethnic or 'tribal' sentiments (defects relished 
by bourgeois sociologists), etc., are all due to arrested de
velopment, which itself is the result of the fact that the 
productive forces of the neo-colonial society are external ly 
controlled. 

A neo-col onial system needs a pseudo-bourgeoisie with 
relatively high incomes and with aspirations and tastes which 
can be satisfied only by the importation of goods from the 
former metropolis . 'Tribalism' according to Cabral , together 
with other contradictions, is of lesser importance. The ex
istence of 'tribes' manifests itself as an important contra
diction only as a function of opportunistic attitudes, gener
ally on the part of 'detribalized' individuals and groups . 

The Role of Violence: 

Mass forced labour: de facto post laws : omni
pr esent foreign capital : an inciduary white 
lwnpen proletariat : a superstructure of magic : 
an economic and sociaL machine turning i n a 
void, driven by pure terror. (11) 
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Thi s according t o Anderson wa s the system of Portuguese 
imperial ism at the opening of 1961. Like the Belgians in the 
Congo , the Port uguese in their coloni es of Angola, Guine, and 
Mozambique thought they had abrogated history. 

On February 4~ L961-~ a ser>ies of synchr>onized 
attacks suddenLy struck at military and poli ce 
points . Gzooups of Africans attacked the mili
tary pr>ison~ the pol-ice barr>acks and the civil 
pl'ison: other>s ambushed isolated units on the 
outskir>ts of the town. Fier>ce fighti ng follow
ed befor>e the assaults wer>e beaten off. Seven 
Por>tuguese police and soldier>s wer>e killed~ and 
officially l5 Afr>icans; 53 wer>e wounded and ZOO 
arrested. The next day there was a pubLic f un
er>aL for> the Por>tuguese killed. A lynch nvb of 
whites r>an l'iot in the pr>esenoe of the Gover>nor>
Gener>aZ.~ cr>ying "Mata Todos" (KiU Them All) and 
attacking evecy Afl'ican in sight. 

In 1947, the Inspector General of the colonies, Henrique Gal
vao , t old Pr ime Minister Salazar, in a report which was care
fully suppressed, that 

in some ways the situation in Angol-a is wor>se 
than simpl-e sZ.aver>y. Under> sZ.aver>y ~ after> aZ.Z. ~ 
the native is bought as an anim::lZ.: his owner> 
pr>efer>s him to r>emain as fit as a hor>se or an 
ox. Iet her>e the native is not bought -- he is 
Z.ured fr>Om the state~ although he is caZ.Led a 
free man. And his empZ.oyers care UttZ.e i f he 
sickens or dies~ once he is wor>king ~ because 
when he sickens or dies his employer> will sim
pZ.y ask for another. (12) 

Gi ven th is colonial reality, the issue wh ich faced Cabral 
and t he PAIGC was t o decide which forms of violence should be 
used by the nationali st s in order t o win true independence. 

The facts make it unnecessary for us to prove 
that the essential. instrument of imperiaList 
domination is violence. If we accept the 
pl'incipZ.e that the 'Liberation struggle is a 
revolution and that it does not finish at the 
nvment when the national fl.ag is raised and 
the national. anthemn pLayed~ we wiZ.Z. see that 
there is not~ and cannot be national Libera
tion without the use of Liberating vioLence 
by the NationaList forces~ to answer the cr>im
inaZ. vioLence of the agents of imper>ial.ism. 
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Nobody can doubt that , whatever its ~oca~ char
acteristics, impe~ia~ist domination imp~ies a 
state of per>manent vio~ence against the nation
aList forces. ( p. 87) 

Even the memory of limited aims and achievements of na
tional independence has compel led Cabral to eschew half-way 
measures . Since the content of colonial rule i s violent in 
its economic, political, cultural and psychic sphere , since 
under colonial rule the folk society, in Fanon's words, ex
ists in perpetual agony and its culture is mummified so that 
it can testify against its members , only liberating violence 
can offer meaningful emancipation. Racism was inherent in 
every action of tne col onizer, and therefore the struggle for 
removal of economic and political institutions of the colonial 
situation with their underlying racism. Accordingly , only 
through the crucible of revolutionary struggle can the indi 
viduals purge themselves of the dead weight of past preju
dices and irrationalities. The aim then in revolutionary 
struggle is to change society, so as to renew society within 
its own re-conquered history. 

Warfare fo~ national libe~ation gives our people 
the conviction that they can triumph over their 
enemy. Its dynamic creates the most favo~~e 
conditions for the resolving of tribal and aocia~ 
antagonisms . By aiming at the total destruction 
of colonial structures, it accelerates the emer
gence of those revo~utionary forces which wiZl 
irreversibly influence the conquest of this na
tiona~ist phase . 

(Quoted in Davidson,~· cit. , p. 90} 

What does renewal mean? Did not "colonialism" mean re
newal of archaic traditional societies? The l ife of Cabral 
includes practically all the categories of colonial experi
ence: from the peasantry to the assimilated petit bourgeoisie 
to a revolutionary who returned to the village life as a 
freedom fighter. He could only fill the role of leader and 
freedom fighter, by re-integrating himself into the culture 
of which he was the prodigal son. Thus by his life he gave 
a potent example, emancipating himself from the temptations 
of compromising with neo-colonial interests (which is what 
acceptance of assimilation means}. Through revolutionary 
struggle he has become one with his people and thus they 
also pay him their tribute, they follow him and guide him in 
the liberation struggle. 
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Conclusion: 

Basil Davidson tells us in his little book that has in
formed this article, that: "Much separates it {Guine) from 
its neighbors and gives it an interest of its own." But he 
goes on, "there are also certain ways in which Guine may be 
more than interesting in itself, may be microcosmic in mean
ing, a paradigm of the African situation in the late 1960's: 
a place not only worth observing for itself but also worth 
learning from." {15) 

In this article I have attempted to abstract from an in
tricate argument those ideas which I think make the revolu
tion in Guine what it is. The dialectics of the struggle in 
Guin~ is based on the axiom that all societies are part of the 
human 'totality', and that the task of national liberation 
movements is to look beyond the present reality of neo-colon
ialism to the real social world and context. The true suc
cess of national liberation would of necessity mean the in
tegration of partial developments introduced under imperial
ism into the totality of the world of which colonial socie
ties are an integral part. This involves not only the nec
essity of struggle but also the necessity of socialism. A 
true revolution can not draw its model from the past and pre
sent, but only from the future. because its content goes be
yond the present social reality. 

Beyond ths Limits of ths present, there is 
space, both physicaL and mentaL, for build
ing of ths reaLm of freedom which is not that 
of ths present: ths Liberation aLso from 
ths Uberties of e:cpLoitative order -- a 
Liberation which must precede ths constt>UC
tion of a free society, one which necessi
tates an historicaL break with ths past 
and present. {16) 

Cabral has taken the idea of revolution out of the con
tinuum of contemporary reality epitomized by neo-colonial 
situations and has placed it in its authentic dimension: that 
of socialist liberation and reconstruction. 

Cabral's book will, in my opinion. rank with Lenin's work 
on the DeveLopment of CapitaLism in Russia, which was to be 
the theoretical cornerstone of the Bolshevik revolution, and 
with Mao's brilliant studies and analysis of the objective 
political relation of class forces in China in the 1920's. 
The Report of an Investigation of ths Horan Peasant , which 
was a necessary basis for his guerilla strategy which led to 
f inal victory in 1949. 
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The appreciation of Cabral's analysis must be derived, 
not from texts alone, however important their study may be, 
but from awareness of the requirement of the revolutionary 
movement that he l~ads and its day-by-day practice. Revo
lutionaries need to know the pre-existing structures of 
society in which they operate (this need is the same as that 
of imperialism which creates various institutes to study the 
colonized) in order to carry out the transformations necess
ary to abolish the prevftiling exploitative forms . This can 
only be done if the leaders know how to handle correctly the 
contradictions in the consciousness of the peasant, in order 
to enhance those positive aspects which favor revolution. 
Any wonder that the Portuguese are after Cabral's life! 
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